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The University Extension Department of Business and Management is 
holding a three day union busting conference Monday through Wednesday at 

the Wisconsin Center, 

FINE, BUT WHO GIVES A SHIT ?27272? 

The links between students and workers are organic and very real. 
As students we tend to believe that unions are simply for wage workers. 

We as college graduates with our ‘above average' GPA's and dazzling diplomas 

will not have to bother with unions. But this issall mystification. 

In the mass university, today alienation and powerlessness pierce our 
daily individual lives--conditions that have always oppressed workers. 
Under the guise of learning we are trained to adopt concepts and skills 

which are outside of our personal needs. Competition separates us and 
denies us community. Instead of learning from and growing with fellow 

students, we bid for our own individual 'success."" But this dangling 

carrot is illusory. : 

Any college graduate knows jobs are scarce. And even when a jab is 

found, it does not fulfill our fantasies of success. In the end, most 

graduating students will enter the working class. College graduates may 

enjoy relative material advantage to most workers today, however this 

difference proves superficial, Students and workers alike serve the 
demands ef those who control the means of production. In order to make 
for an ever expanding pie, the ruling class squeezes and divides us along 
lines of race, sex, and class. With this faltering of American imperialism 

abroad, we as workers will be subject to more intensified attacks at home. 

Unions protect us from this exploitation. Non-union workers average 

30% less pays Moreover, where the bosses divide us, unions bring us togeth- 

er. Unions provide a form for instigating social change. With a strong 

union base workers can build a class wide struggle to eliminate these forms 
of economic exploitation and personal alienation. Unions can return the 
products of the society back to the people who produce them. 

UNION BUSTING IS THE PACIFICATION STRATEGY FOR DOMESTIC WAGE WORKERS. 
We must be vigilant and struggle against such repression. Help yourself 
by helping us fight union busting!’ 

PICKETING: MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY at WISCONSIN CENTER 

MASS RALLY: WEDNESDAY, NOON at LIBRARY MALL 

student-worker coalition against union busting
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